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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction.

The first regular employment of a

Public School teacher Is nearly always for a single school
year, and the chances for re-appolntment are subject to the
outcome of the year’s experience#^
la Montana, a written contract of agreement Is required
2
between the local board of education and the teacher#
Even though Montana has what is known as a continuing con
tract law, school districts throughout the state require that
teachers sign new contracts for each term of employment#
Generally, those contracts differ widely In content
and form throughout the state#

The contractual status of

teachers changes each time the teacher leaves one district
and is employed in another#

Sometimes, due to local revisions,

the contract used one year may differ in content from the
contract used the year before.

1

Harold E# Moore and Newell B, Walters, Personnel
Administration In Education. (New Torkj Harper and Brothers.
Ï5SS) , p. 2 % .
2
State Department of Public Instruction, Helena,
Montana, School Laws of the State of Montana. Great Falls:
Tribune Printing and Supply Co., 1953# p. 46.

—1—
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Some districts Include provisions for teachers’ bene
fits as pert of the school board policy*

In many cases the

contract is a short, brief af^eement to teach, while in others,
it becomes a lengthy detailed document, written in terms
which are sometimes difficult to understand*

As a result,

teachers become confused at times over the varying agreements
they must sign before accepting a teaching position.

School

boards, and Administrators too, are at a loss in many instances
to know whether or not the contract they are using compares
favorably with contracts from similar districts.

The general

differences, if any, among contracts from the three classes
of districts are not generally known.

This also applies to

the differences in contracts between the rural school systems
that do not have a principal or local superintendent, and
urban school systems which may have either one or both.
In a discussion of teaching contracts, the question
arises concerning the advisability of a statewide, uniform
teaching contract for Montana.

There is considerable

variance of opinion among school people in Montana con
cerning the advantages and disadvantages of such a standard
contract, and the effect it would have on the school systems
of the state.
Importance and Purpose of the Study.

Because of the

number of people affected by the use of teaching contracts
in Montana, more information is needed concerning the
items of agreement which are to be found in them.

The

extent of variation of content should be known, so that
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teachers, school administrators, and school boards may know
what items appear generally in most contracts and what Items
do not#

There is not enough known concerning this problem

at the present time, and the results of this study should
serve school boards, teachers, and administrators with infor
mation that would be valuable in the continuing work of contract
improvement #
The purposes of this study then* become four fold;
(1) to examine the teaching contract forms now in use by the
various school districts in Montana, and to compare them in
terms of the frequency with which agreements appear^

(2) to

determine, if possible, what is being done in other states
concerning teachers’ contracts, and to make the information
available;

(3)

to compile Information from authorities in

an attempt to determine what would make a **good" contract ;
and (4)

to find out what school administrators think of the

contract they are now using, and also what their views are
concerning a statewide uniform contract#

There is also the

possibility that the information gained from the results of
this study, M y

serve as an aid to anyone Interested in

developing a more or less uniform teaching contract for use
throughout the state of Montana#
Brief History «af the Problem.

Factors pertinent

to the present study which have had an effect in the develop
ment of the problem should be briefly reviewed#
During the fifth legislative assembly In 1B97, the
Montana legislature amended the Revised School Law of 1B95*
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At the same time the powers end duties of the trustees as
defined originally in the law of 1Ô72 were re-enacted end
additional ones were added.

One of the new powers and

duties of the trustees was:
To employ and d i schT^e teachers, mechanics,
or laborers, and to fix end order paid their
wages; provided that no teacher be employed
except under resolution agreed to by the
majority of the board of trustees at a
special or regular meeting; nor unless such
teacher be the holder of e legal teachers*
certificate in full force and effect. All
contracts of employment of teachers, author
ised by proper resolution of a board of
trustees shall be in writing and executed
in duplicate by the chairman and clerk of
.
the board for the district and by the teacher.^
The amendment in Montana school law referred to above
was the evidence of legal out ority requiring written con
tracts between public school teachers and boards of educa
tion in Montana.

This amendment has been in effect in

its original form until the present time, and can now be
found in section 75-1632 (1015) of School Laws of the
State of Montana.
Because of the general nature of this amendment,
and its failure to provide for any specific terms or
agreements to go into these written contracts, school boards
were left to their own devices In the preparation of local
contracts.

Most school boards would prepare contract forms

with the aid of the county attorney.

He, as the state

3
■'Emmet J . Riley, Development of the Montana State
Educational Organization, Washington, B.C.: Catholic
University of America, 1931), pp. 7^-00.
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appointed legal advisor would attempt to keep the document
within legal bounds as far as State Law was concerned.

L

As a result of this type of procedure, teaching
contracts in Montana varied in form and content, depending
upon what each school board thought was necessary for its
own district.

The only similarities in many of them were

the references to School Laws effecting the duties and respon
sibilities between board and teacher.

In some cases, excerpts

from Montana school lews which the board considered especially
Important, were printed on the contract.

The references to

State School Law, peculiar local conditions, and the personal
views of school trustees have had considerable effect on the
content of teachers’ contracts.^
Other factors too, have affected the content of teach
ing contracts in Montana.
The first of these factors was the County Superinten
dent of schools.

This officer, who is legally entrusted with

the general supervision of the public schools within the
county, became the source from which many school districts
could receive blank contract forms.

Contract forms were

usually made up by the County Superintendent with the aid

4

State Department of Public Instruction, Helena,
Montana, School Laws of the State of Montana. Great Falls:
Tribune Printing end Supply ^ol^ 1 ^ 3 f, p. 219.
5
National Education Association, Committee On Tenure.
Mandatory State: Adopted Contract Forms. (i^fashington, D.C.
The Association, 1937.)p*3*
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of the County Attorney end thewi made available for distri
bution throughout the county*^

In this way, many districts,

especially rural, were supplied with similar contract forms*
One such form, indentlfled with the number, 64, has come to
be used quite extensively throughout several counties.^
An attempt was made to determine the origin and history of
that form by writing letters to several retired school
officials who have been influential in Montana education*
No definite answer was gained from this*

However, one former

school administrator stated that he had used the form in the
early nlnteen-thlrtles*

This, together with the fact thrt

excerpts from the school laws of ninteen-twenty-one are
printed on the form, could pl^?ce its origin somewhere in the
nlnteen-twentles.
Other factors affecting the content of teaching con
tracts, were the limited surveys and studies of contract
forms carried out by various educational organisations and
school boards, in an effort to construct a more uniform
contract*

One such survey was carried out by the Chouteau

County men teschers’ club in 1945 under the direction of
g
Bill Johnstone and J*M* Hindis*

State Department of Public Instruction, Helena,
Montana, School Laws of the State of Montana* (Great Fails:
Tribune Printing and supply C o *7 l W 3TT p. ^ 3 •
7
See Appendix*
a
J.M* Hindis and Bill Johnstone," A Survey of Teachers*
Contracta In the State of Montana and Uniform Contracts Being
Used Elsewhere*" (Hlghwood, Montana: Choteau Men Teachers*
Club, 1945), pp. 1-9*
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Another similar survey was carried out by the Rural
School Montana Education Association in 1953 *

According

to one source, this survey resulted in the adoption of a
uniform contract for the rural schools of one county#
For the past three years the Montana State Department
of Public Instruction has been conducting studies, and has
9
sent sample contract forms to the various school districts
in an effort to establish an accept ble uniform contract for
the state#

This In part, has helped focus attention on the

fact that the problem of variation in teaching contracts is
still present#
Limitations of the Study#

The scope of this problem

includes a survey type study of elementary and secondary
public school teaching contracts in the state of Montana#
The similarity and frequency of appearance of items of
agreement found in them are to be studied on a comparative
basis#

Contracts and material from other sources will

also be studied, but only in relation to their value as
added Information to the general study#

Opinions and

statements made by County Superintendents and school
administrators are to be tabulated in terms of whether
or not they are satisfied with the contract forms now in
use In their respective counties and districts, and also,
whether or not they favor a uniform statewide contract#

9See Appendix#
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The study does not Include an attempt to determine
legal status or value of teaching contracts or any specified
items which may appear In them*

Special cases, such as con

tracts between school district® and administrators, are not
included*
Opinions of school board members and teachers are
realised to be important in a study of this kind*

However,

the difficulty and expense Involved in securing such in
formation, prohibited its use in this stnriy,

ülso, the

degree of response to the survey by County superintendents
and administrators is a limiting factor*
Finally, the various Items of agreement concerning
a similar topic are grouped together, even though each may
be interpreted differently*

For example, two different

contracts may each carry a stipulation specifying the length
of the school year.

The actual days in each cannot be

given because many of the contracts contain blank spaces
in such instances.
D EFIJU TIO N S OF TERIt3 USED

For the pruposea of this study, several terms are used
which boar special attention in order that a single meaning
may be had for each of them.
Tvoe of Contra ct.

This term is used only in a des

cription of the size, manner of expression, such as printed
or mimeographed, and the co%or of actual contract blanks.
Content and Form of Contract.

In describing the

Individual agreements found in teaching contracts, the
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term, content, la used with reference to the topic or
subject to which esch agreement applies.

The term ”form**

refers to the manner of expression and meaning of the
Individual agreements*

For example, a contract may include

in its content, a sick leave stipulation*

The form of

this stipulation may be a blank space to be filled in
by the school board, or it may actually specify the number
of days allowed*
Explanations of other terms used in the study,
are made as the need arises*
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CHAITER II
HEVIEVir OF RELATED LITERATURE

In eprly Colonial times, the people would gather
in town meetings to vote upon, and select a schoolmaster,
but as schools grew In size and Importance, the function
of school control gradually changed#

The hiring of teachers

became one of the first functions to be assigned to special
school committees rather than to a vote of the people*
These school committees were soon recognized by state
legislatures^ and vested with statutory powers of school
control*

The chief among which, was the power to con

tract with teachers.

The only limitations imposed on

the power of these school committees or directors, as they
were later designated, were those perscrlbed by statute,
and also by the self enforcing provisions of the state
constitution*^
Later^ the school directors became designated as
boards of school control, but their powers and duties have
remained very much the same *

Since the limitations imposed

upon the powers of school boards in contracting with

Ira M* Allen, The Teacher*s Contractual Status.
(New York: Teachers College, Columbia Universit y , 1928),
p. 23.
,

-

10-
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teachers are of a statutory nature, the question arises:
By what authority may school boards include In a teaching
contract, additional requirements, such as relating to
residence, marriage, and numerous other Items of a
discretionary nature, in the absence of state statute?
Perhaps this practice can best be explained by a ruling
handed down by the Illinois Supreme Court*

This ruling la

stated as follows*
It may be conceded that boards of Education
have powers to pass rules and regulations
governing their exclusive discretion, but
the boards have no power to pass an unreason
able rule In violation of the state or constitu
tion*^
Other courts such as the Appellate Court of Missouri
and the New York State Supreme Court have taken similar
views.^
If one wonders about this discretionary power of
local school boards, the fact must be remembered that
before the state began certifying teachers the local
school committee licensed them to teach*

They also set

up eligibility and professional requirements of their own
choosing.

Local boards still retain the power of discre

tion in contracting with teachers, provided, of course.

f P* ^
3Ibid*, p* 3
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that rules and regulations included in the contrrct are
reasonable and do not conflict with the laws of the state.

4

Only in states where a uniform, statewide, contract
has been accepted by the legislature and made a part of
the statutes of the state, has any direct control been
exercised by the state, concerning the content of teaching
contracts.

As for other areas, teachers for the most

part, have been In an unfavorable position with respect
to their contracts of employment.

Boards of education

devised the agreements which the teacher must sign, and
even though the teacher might refuse to sign a contract
because of a c^islike for the stipul tions it may contain,
the Chances for finding a more agreeable contract else
where have been small.^
The conditions briefly noted above, may serve as
an aid In understanding the results and recommendations of
various studies in the field of teaching contracts.
Results of Studies.

Several studies have been

made by various persona and organizations in an effort to
determine the essentials of a good teaching contract.
One such study was conducted by Vernon R# Alberstett at the
University of Chicago. ,He presented his report in the
form of a Master’s thesis in 1925.

The study involved

^ Ibid.. p. 24.
^ Willard S. Elsbree and E, Edmund Reutter, Jr., Staff
Personnel In the Public Schools. (New York: Prentlee-Hell Inc..
T95ÏK
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teaching contracts from two cities in each state.

Wherever

possible, one city with over 100,000 population, and one
city with less than 30,000 population were chosen In each
state.

6

The results of this study indicated very little

uniformity of content in any of the contracts.

However,

the contracts from the smaller school systems, were predom
inately more detailed than those from the larger systems.
Another, and more comprehensive study of teaching
contracts was completed by Earl

W. Anderson in 19271

In

a nationwide study of teaching contracts from representative
areas throughout the United States, he found that very
little uniformity existed in the contracts from different
states, counties, and even districts.

Items of agreement

were found to be much more numerous in teaching contracts
from the smaller school systems^

Some l^rge, urban schools

required no written contracts, but the greater majority
of them did require a contract In writing, which was much
more brief than those used by the smaller systems*

•7

Probably

one of the reasons for this multiplicity of agrearaents In
teaching contracts from the smaller school

stems, can

best be explained by C*l*. Robbins.

Vernon R* Alberstrett, "An Analytical Study of the
Characteristic Elements of Teachers’ Contracts In the United
States" (Unpublished Master’s thesis. The University of
Chicago, 1925), p. 14#
<7
Earl W. Anderson, The Teacher*a Contract and Other
Legal Phases of Teacher Status'! (Wew torks Toi chers College#
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In his report on a nationwide survey of teaching contracte*
published by the School Board Journal in April, 1926, Mr.
è

Robbins reached the following conclusionsî

The practice of having teachers sign contracts
must have originated at a time when no one clear
ly understood just what a teacher le supposed
to do. A Collection of present day contracts
is a rich fossil bed in which are to be found
evidences of teacher weaknesses, and community
prejudices, narrowness, and suspicion.
Mr# Robbins then went on to explain what he thought
was the reasons for the striking similarity in volume and
detail of the teaching contracts from the smaller school
systems*
It would appear to even a casual reader of
such a collection of documents t at many a
school board and superintendent has formulated
A contract by a process of selecting from a
variety of others all the details that might
conceivably be of use in protecting an innocent
board against the devious wiles of obstreperous
and gullful teachers*^
This report was ihade in 1926, and the language
used would require little imagination to understand the
meaning*

The feelings expressed by Mr* Robbins however,

cannot be ignored*

Other authorities in the field had

expressed similar, t h o u ^ more moderate views*
The general condition of teaching contracts seemed
to warrant, and give impetus to a rising interest and

^ C*L, Robbins.*Teachers* Contract and Other Legal
Phases of Teachers Status. (April, 1926)“, p. 72*
^Ibld.. p. 74.
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study of the whole field of teaching contracts#

Noteworthy, is the fact that during the five years includ
ing 1925 to 1930, no less than five nationwide studies of
teaching contracts were conducted#

And no less noteworthy,

is the fact that the results end recommendations were
similar in each case#

An analysis of the reccommendations

of these studies is given in the following section en
titled, Recommendat ion 5 #
In 1930, Fred <3# Stevenson issued a report of his
findings after making a nationwide study of teaching contracts.

10

Stevenson found an even more pronounced difference

in the contractual status of teachers from large and
school systems, than did Anderson in 1927#

mall

The Stevenson

report indicated that forty-two of the largest cities in
the United States used no written or printed form of teachers*
contract#

This becomes rather signifie nt, after consider

ing that those forty-two school systems employed nearly
75,000 school teachers*

The study was carried out and based

on 1929 figures, which indicated that nearly one third
of the total number of teachers employed, were performing
services without written contracts#^^

In the same study,

twenty-eight State Departments of Education furnished sample
contract blanks that were either required or recommended in

10 Fred Stevenson, **A Study of Forms Used In Making
Contracts With Public School Teachers,** Elementary School
Journal, (March, 1930), p# 52Ô#
^^Ibld.. p. 531
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those various states*

16»

No breakdown, however was given as

to the number of states which required the mandatory con
tract.
The Committee on Tenure, in collaboration with the
Research Division of the National Education Association,
also became interested in the content of teaching contracts
on a nation wide basis*

This organization published a report

on its findings in 1936*^^

This study revealed that there

were some 127,000 school districts u der the direction of
423,000 school board members.

Each of these districts,

except in states where uniform contracts prevail, may set
up the details of Its contract form*

Several hundred of thé

various contract forms were examined, end.two "striking" facts
were brought out by the survey*

They were: (1) The multiplie-

ity of the items in the contracts; and (2) The discrimina
tory nature of certain prescriptions imposed upon teachers.

is

In the minds of the Committee, the results of this
study pointed strongly in the direction of statewide
uniform contracts as a solution to the problem*

How

ever, before making any formal recommendations, the

Committee

asked the Research Division of the National Education
Association to conduct another nationwide study*

This

time the emphasis was to be placed on statewide, uniform

12 National Education Association, Ter?chers* Contracts:
With special reference to adverse conditions of employment.
(Washington, D.C, : The Association, 1936), p. 31,
Ibid.. p. 32.
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This was done I and in 1937 a report of that

study was published.^^
Thirteen states were shown to have mandatory state
wide teaching contracts.

These included Delaware, Florida,

Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Nevada, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia,
and the territory of Hawaii.

In nine of these states, use

of the state adopted contract is mandatory without exceptions
or modifications.

Indiana, North Carolina, and Washington

were Included with the thirteen because use of the state
adopted form is mandatory to all Intents and purposes.

In

Washington, there is no statutory prohibition against the use
of a contract form other than the one adopted by the state
department.

However, the State Superintendent expressed

official disapproval of other contract forms, which has amounted
to a practical prescription for the use of the state

adopted

contract form.
Ten other states reported having state adopted con
tract forms also, but they were not included with the thirteen
mentioned because use of the form is optional.
In a recent correspondence with the National Education
Association, the information was received that the Attorney
General of Nevada has issued the opinion that use of the
state adopted contract form is not mandatory.

The form is,

^ National Education Association, Msnd-^torv Strte—
Adorted Contract Forms. Washington: (Members of theExecutive
Committee of the Committee on Tenure, 1937), p. 3*
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however, recomu ended bjr the Nevada state department of educa
tion and used In ninety-five percent of the districts.
Therefore, Nevada should not be included with the thirteen
states mentioned above.
The study reported by the Committee on Tenure seems
to have been the last i;Aportant survey of teaching contracts
carried out on a nationwide basis.
In the present study, ten states were chosen in the
general west and north western area of the United States,
and a letter was sent to each of the state departments
15
of education. ^ The letter requested information concerning
past and present developments in teaching contracts in each
state.

Replies were received from all ten states and follow

ing is e brief report of those replies.
California reported that no uniform contract, mandatory
or otherwise was used in that state.
2000 school districts in the state

There are approximately
and seemed unlikely that

a uniform contract would be feasible, according to the
California Superintendent of public instruction.

Colorado

reported that a contract prepardd by the state department
of education was distributed throughout the state by the
Cou ty Superintendents.
mandatory.

Use of the form however, was not

Idaho reported a statewide, mandatory contract

and also returned a booklet containing proposed school

^5 Sea Appendix.
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legislation which was put before the 1955 state legislature*
One of these proposed bills was a continuing contract
similar to the one in Montana.

law

This bill was subsequently

passed by the House of Representatives and the Senate of
the 33rd session of the Idaho Legislature In February, 1955#

16

Thus, the state of Idaho has both a statewide, mandatory teaching
contract and a continuing contract law*

(At this writing

the measure had not yet been signed by the Governor*)
Montana reported that no uniform contract was used
in the state, but that the state department was making

an

effort to establish a prepared form for use throughout the
state*

North Dakota reported a uniform contract being

suggested for use by the state department, and that it was
widely and satisfactorily used*
datory*

The contract was not man

Oregon reported a uniform contract suggested for

use by the state department*
not mandatory*

This too, was used widely but

South Dakota reported no uniform contract

and no plans for recommending one*

However, South Dakota

does have a rather rigid continuing contract law.

Utah

reported that the Utah Education Association had prepared
a uniform contract and recommended its use throughout the
state.

However, the state department of education has

taken no action concerning this.

Washington reported a

16 State Department of Education, Idaho, "Educational
Legislation and Proposals, 1955 Legislature" (Boise, Idaho:
Idaho State Department of Education, March, 1955), p.3.
(Booklet)
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uniform contract which was used throughout the state, but
the contract was not mandatory*

Wyoming reported a uniform

contract suggested for use throughout the state, but this,
too, was not mandatory.
In reply to a letter of inquiry, the U.S. Office
of Education reported that no information had been received
by that office concerning recent nationwide studies of teach
ing contracts.

However, a statewide study of Mont-^na teach

ing contracts was conducted in 1945 which was probably the
most important study in relation to the present survey.
This study was conducted by Bill Johnstone and J.M, Hlndle
as a project of the Choteau County Men Teachers* Club, at
Fort Benton, Montana in 1945.^^

In a survey of all teach

ing contracts from various districts throughout Montana, very
little u iformity was found.

The study also Included a

survey of the state adopted con' ract forms from eleven of
the thirteen states previously mentioned.

The results of

this study, with the permission of Mr. Johnstone, have been
used as a comparative factor in the present study.
Recommendations of the Studies. If the results of the
studies In the field of teaching contracts were similar, the
recommendations were even more similar and specific.

^

For

Bill Johnstone, and J.M, Kindle, **A Report on a
Survey of Teachers' Contracts in the State of Montana
and Uniform Contracts Being Used Elsewhere',' (Highwood.
Montana1 The Chouteau County Men Teachers' Club, 1945#
pp. 1-9#
(Mimeographed.)
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this section, perhaps the most interesting summation of
whet should and should not, be included in a teachers*
contract is given by C.l. Robbins*

He says:

A teacher*8 contract should not be a resume
of local by-laws, a digest of state school
laws, a lecture on the ethics of the teaching
profession, nor a summary of local prejudices.
On the contrary it should be a brief statement
of agreement on essential items such as: time of
employment, salary and method of payment, condi
tions of termination, end the agreement to teach*
If added items are included they should be of
such naturelss to render confidence rather than
suspicion.^®
Earl W» Anderson end Fred G# Stevenson expressed
similar views*

The feeling was, that since all states

have statutes with regard to public schools, detailed
stipulations are not essential to a contract form*
brief

A

agreement giving the essential terms ofemployment,

and accompanied

by a booklet containingtherules

govern

ing teachers and a calendar of the school year should be
19
sufficient*
Earl W, Anderson lists eight items which
he thinks are essential and sufficient in a good teaching
contract*
1*
2.
3*
4.
5*

These are:
Name of the school district*
Name of the teacher*
Agreement of teacher to teach*
Amount of salary.
Time limit for acceptance of offer*

Robbins,
19

cit *. p. 73*

Stevenson, c^* cit*, p. 52S,
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6*
7.
è.

Siî^nature of authorized school officers.
Agreement to abide by rules of board.
Signature of the teacher.*^

Fred O* Stevenson agrees with the above except
that he would also Include the date of beginning, and
length of school term.

21

The Committee on Tenure, while agreeing that contract
forms in general are much too lengthy, went one step farther.
In the report of the 193? study on uniform contracts, the
Committee on Tenure openly advocated Statewide, uniform
teaching contracts.

In dsfense of this position, the committee

presented data to show th t the prrsctice of statewide, u iform
contracts has much to recommend it.

First, a uniform con

tract is carefully prepared by state departments of education
in accordance with the law.

Second, state contracts

eliminate many of the adverse conditions the Committee
on Tenure pointed out in its 1936 report.

Third, state

teacher associations and other organizations can approach
the problem of contract improvement on a statewide basis
much more effectively than they can at the local level.
Of course the assumption cannot be made that a
contract form is perfect merely by virtue of the fact that
it is a statewide official form*

Even statewide contracts

differ in content from state to state, but this is due more

Anderson, ££. cit.. p. 145.
21

Stevenson, oo. cit.. p. 529.
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to the difference In state laws concerning teacher status
than it is to any difference in basic philosophy concerning
teacher duties*

Nevertheless, any Improvement of a state

wide contract form, would be made with a concern for both the
public and the teaching profession.

22

National Education Association, Mandatory StateAdopted Contraet Forms. Washington; (Members of the Executive
Ùommlttee o? the Committee on tenure, 1937)> P* 5-
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CHAPTER III
CONDUCTING THE STUDY
the Survey.

A preliminary check on available

sources of data indicated that a survey of Montana teach
ing contract forms would be feasable.

An outline was then

prepared to enable an orderly method of procedure.

Since

the field of teaching contracts poses many and varied
problems concerning teacher status, the necessity arose to
limit and set In a definite manner, the bounds end scope
of the present study.

The main objective was to deter

mine the content of Montana teaching contracts, and present
the results in a manner which would lend to comparisons.
First, second, and third class public school districts,
along vith county high schools and county superintendents,
were chosen as th® sources from which contract blanks were
to be requested.

In the third class districts, a dis

tinction was made between rural and urban schools.

In this

case, only the urban third class schools were directly
contacted.

The county superintendents were considered to be

the more valuable source for contract blanks from the
rural districts*
Form Letters. Two separate form letters were then
developed.

One letter was sent to district school super

intendents, and the other to county superintendents.
—2Z,—
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Both letters cotalned practically the same infor
mation except that one asked for a copy of the contract
used in the school system, and the other asked for con
tracts used throughout the county#

The school superin

tendents, principals, and county superintendents who received
these letters were also asked to comment on the form now in
use in their respective localities, and also, whether or
not they approved of s statewide, uniform contract.

After

preparing the letters, a self addressed, stamped envelope
was inclosed for convenience, end mailed with the letters#
Those Included 9 letters to first cl«sa districts, 80 to
second class districts, 107 to third class districts, $6
to county superintendents, and 17 to county high schools#
In all, a total of 269 requests were sent to county super
intendents, and school administrators^
Approximately two weeks after the Initial letters
were sent, a follow-up letter went to each of those who had
not yet answered the initial request#
Tabulation Forma.

A tabulating form was designed for

the initial tabulation of incoming returns#

This form

contained a tabulation sheet for each of the five sources
from which contracts were requested,# The tabulation sheets
/
were similar to the table shown in appendix D# This tabulat
ing form was designed to tabulate the source, number,
and percentage of returns; the type of contract blank sent,
and the attitudes of the senders concerning the contract
sent, and statewide, uniform contracts*

These attitudes
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or opinions were classified in two broad categories, (l)
satisfied with form sent, and (2) favored statewide form.
These two were In turn broken down into four possible
choices in each.

These were: (1) "Tes^ with reservation,

(2 ) "TTes", without reservation, (3) •No", with reservation,
(4 ) "No," without reservation.

The purpose was to obtain

a more accurate evaluation of the opinions expressed.
Another tabulating form was designed to tabulate the
content of each teaching contract received.

This form

was composed of regular graph paper of the type with ten
lines per inch*

The sheet used, was approximately twenty-

four inches wide and eight feet in length.

The lines

were re-drawn in ink to provide five lines per inch, thus
enlarging the squares to four times the original size, and
reducing the number to one-fourth.
Five major divisions were made along the length of
the table.

The divisions were then labeled class I, II,

and III, county, rural, and county high school.

Each

division included sufficient columns to provide for the
names of the Individ al sources to be arranged horizontally
across the top.

Space was provided at the left of the

table to arrange in vertical order the content of the
various agreements encountered in the contract blanks.
allowed space to include 100 separate agreements*

Check

marks were then placed in the appropriate square|r to the
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right of each agreement, and below the Individual source*
This posed a problem not common to the usual questionnaire
type of tabulation*

There were no established set of ques

tions or statements to tabulate in terms of identical entries.
Each contract blank required careful scrutiny to make sure
any "new" agreement found, was entered on the list.

The

list of agreements was divided into five categories:

(1)

General stipulations; (2) Personal duty stipulations; (3)
Resignation stipulations;

(4) Dismissal stipulations; and

(5) bick leave stipulations*
After completing the tabulation of the content found
in all the contract blanks, the results were then transcribed
in the tables found in the next chapter.

An explanation of

the tables is given along with the results.
Search for Othe^ Pertinent Data.

During the course

of the survey, data of a pertinent nature were compiled
from other sources.

One source Included the Montana State

University Library and its inter-library loan service.
Here were found the reports of similar studies in the
field of teaching contracts#

Another source of informa

tion was the direct correspondence with various educational
organisations, state departments of education, and indi
viduals with an Interest in teaching contracts.
in this were the following:

Included

U.S. Office of Education, Nation

al Education Association, Montana Education Association, General
Research Inc., various individuals, end state departments
of education.

Ten state departments were arbitrarily chosen
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in the general west end northwest United Stotes.

A letter

w«s sent to eech of them* requesting Information concerning
the let est developments, if any. In teschinis contracte
within each state#

The states chosen were: Californie,

Colorado, Idaho, ^lontene. Worth Dakota, Oregon, J^outh
Dakota, Otah, We^hlngton, and Wyoming#
The methods need In conducting the study m^y be
eummed up In the following manner.

First, the Initial

planning and outlining was completed#

Th«n form letters

were sent and the returns tabulated for compmrli^'on^#
Method of Report. In the meantime, other pertinent
data were collected from the various sources, to be used In
the chapter on related material#

Some of the related

materiel which has Immediate comparative value, is presented
along with the results of the present study In the r,‘xt chapter#
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CHAPTER IV
SURVEY REPORT
Contract Returns. A total of 269 requests were
sent* and 230 contract forms were returned, for a total
return of Ë6 percent #

As Table I in the appendix indicates,

100 perdent of the first class districts, county superinten
dents, and county high schools, complied with the request*
Second and third class districts returned 60 and 71 percent
respectively*

The percentages in these cases as well as in

all the remaining tabulations were carried out to the
nearest whole number*
Type of Contract* The nine first class districts
returned one mimeographed and eight printed forms*

One

was of legal size, (6|** x 14*) and eight were various other
sizes, all someWiat smaller th^n legal size*
The second class districts returned 72 contract
blanks, 34 of which were printed, and 36 mimeographed*
Of these, 37 were of legal size while 35 were smaller*
Of the printed, legal size contracts, five were of the
type numbered *64*•

A copy of this contract blank is

shown in the appendix*
The third class districts returned 25 printed and
35 mimeographed contract blanks*

Of these contracts,

-29-
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-3036 were of legal size, while 24 were eomewhat smaller*
Twelve of the third class districts used the foim*64"#
The county high schools returned 5 printed and 12
legal size contracts*
form **64*

Five were somewhat smaller*

One

was used in the county high schools*

Some noticeable developments were observed as the
contract blanks from the various county superintendents
were tabulated*

Five county superintendents reported that

the contract blank returned, was used exclusively in their
respective counties*

Four reported that all but one school

system in the county used the enclosed form*

The other

forty-seven county superintendents reported that the con
tract blank returned was used in all or nearly all of the
rural districts*

Thirty of the contracts returned were

printed, while twenty-six were mimeographed*

Fifty were

legal size and six were smaller than legal size*

Of the

fifty-six contract blanks returned from county superintend
ents, twenty were of the type numbered *64* contract blank
the most widely used of any single teaching contract in
Montana*
Preferences s £ Resnondentjs*

As shown in Table I

of the Appendix, a total of 121 respondents gave an
opinion on the contract used in their respective locali
ties*

Twelve respondents were completely satisfied with

the contract in use*

Seventy-two indicated satisfaction

with the contract in use, but thought improvements could
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be made.
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Fourteen were completely dissatisfied with the

contract In use, while twenty-three reported dissatis
faction » but with the indication that certain corrections
would make the contract acceptable*
A total of 100 respondents gave an opinion on a
statewideI uniform contract for Montana*

Twenty-five were

completely In favor of uniform contract*

Sixty-four ex

pressed a favorable opinion provided such a contract met
certain specifications*

Four of the respondents were com

pletely against the idea of a uniform contract for Montana,
while seven seemed skeptical but were not entirely adverse
to the idea*
A problem posed itself in the recording of the various
statements and opinions given by the respondents*

Some

returned detailed and informative letters, some wrote brief
statements of a general nature, while others indicated
their preferences with one word written along the margin
of the form letter and returned it with the contract*
This method of securing the opinions and preferences of the
respondents may have been disadvantageous in this respect,
but it did allow for freedom of expression and choice*
An attempt was made to choose the most typical
statements which would fit all of the respondents placed
in the several categories*

The first section deals with

comments indicating satisfaction, with the form used*
Tvoicel Comments*

(’•Tes*, with no reservation.)
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Comments.

Number of replies

1.

"We like our contract."

5

2.

"This Is a composite of several
contracts, end works very well."

3

"I helped write this contract
and find it very satisfactory."

4

3"

2£i£à z e â s m L È l a n » )
1*
2.
3.

4.
5.

"This seems to serve our purpose, but
could stand Improvement."

26

"The form is satisfactory except that
it should have sick leave included."

12

"This form is sent by the county
superintendents, end we type in any
additions needed."

5

"This form has been revised recently, but
is not entirely satisfactory yet."

9

"We are planning a revision to correct
existing flaws•*

11

wjth Jsa reservation)
1.
2.
3#

"The form is obsolete and needs re
vision badly."

5

"This contract is not binding enough
on the teacher."

4

"I d on’t like this form."

5

("No" with reservation)
1.
2.
3.

"No contract seems to hold theteacher,
but this is as good as any."
"The form
it seems

is old and too detailed,
to work."

14

but

"I d o n ’t like this form but It makes no
difference. Teachers never read it anyway."

9
2

The next section deals with comments made by res
pondents concerning a uniform contract for Montana.
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Ccont»)

Number of renliea

(”Yes,® with no reservation.)
X.

"I like the Idea of a statewide c o n t r a c t 16

2é

"I am definitely in favor of a statewide
contract for Montana#"

25

("Yes." with reservation.)
1«

"Space should be Included for additional
stipulations to be Inserted by local
boards."

34

"Dismissal and resignation stipulations
should be legally and plainly stated for
easier enforcement."

11

3.

"Sick leave benefits should be Included."

10

4.

"Uniform contracts would be satisfactory
if they were not made mandatory."

4

"Would be successful only If mandatory."

4

2«

5.
6.

uniform contract might be satisfactory."
("M", with

3

ze^srymtlam.)

1.

"It’ll never work."

1

2.

"Not good* districts have too many local pro
blems."

1

3.

"We see no reason for a uniform contract."

1

4.

"A statewide contract is not the answer to
any of our problems."

1

("No", with reservation.)
1.
2.
3.

4.

"My reaction Is negative unless It would
meet certain guarantees."

3

"It would be satisfactory if used only
as a guide for the local districts."

2

"A uniform contract may raise the "low* to
some extent* but it would also tend to
Stiffie local improvements In the future."

1

"I doubt that a contract could be devised
that would meet the needs of all the schools*
but I ’m willing to be convinced."
1
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Some coni'nent.s were received which did not fit any of
the above categories.

Several respondents questioned **stand

ardization" In any form.
would be the next step*

The Indication was that socialism
One respondent expressed a definite

fear of a return to "Hitlerism" if such a step as enforcing
a uniform teaching contract were taken.
One underlying similarity in many of the comments
from respondents seemed to be the desire to keep flexible
any uniform contract the state might adopt.

That is# a

uniform contract for Montana should include space for the
local board of education to include agreements necessary
for each local school district.

The effect this kind of

procedure would have on a uniform contract would be problem
atical to say the least.

At any rate# the evidence seems to

show very little agreement among school administrators and
county superintendents concerning the essentials of a "good
contract#" uniform or otherwise.
These comments and views given by the various respon
dents may serve to give some insight into the results of the
present study which are reported in the next section*
Explanation of Tables.

All of the agreements found in

the content of the various contracts were tabulated# end
from this tabulation the data were transferred to the tables.
In order to present an informative and yet comprehen
sive description of the agreements# some arrangement of them
had to be made.

All the agreements which concerned teacher

resignation were placed in one table.

The agreements con-
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eernîng the dismissal of teachers were placed In another.
Because of the great amount of variation In the number of
days allowed for sick leave, end also. In the administration
of sick leave policies, two tables were needed for this
category.

In the first table were listed the agreements

concerning the number of days allowed.

In the second table

were listed those agreements concerning the administration
of sick leave policies.
Several agreements were encountered during the course
of the survey which were of a somewhat personal nature.
These agreements are considered by some as being not directly
concerned with teaching duties^ and therefore, were placed
in a separate table, designated as "personal duty" stipulations,
Agreements occuring only once during the course of the
survey were designated on that basis as being miscellaneous,
and ware also placed in s separate table.

All other agree

ments which did not fit into the special categories os out
lined above, were designated as general stipulations.

These

general stipulations were then placed in four tables according
to the frequency with which they appeared.

In the first

table appear the general stipulations found in from fifty to
one hundred percent of the contracts surveyed.

In the se

cond table appear those found in from twenty-five to fifty

^Ward Reeder, The Fundamentals of Public School
Administration (Mew York: The Macmillan Co,, 1953), p.137,
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percent; and la the third, from five to twenty-five percent*
In the fouz*th table appear those general stipulations found
In more than one contract, but In less than five percent of
the total contracts surveyed*
All of the tables containing the various agreements
were designed to give the following information:

(1) content

of each agreement; (2) the five sources from which contracts
were received that included each agreement;

(3)

the number

of contracts from each source which contained each agree
ment, and the frequency percentage of appearance;

(4) the

total number of cases and frequency percentage of each
agreement.

The total percentages given in all except one

of the tables were based on 230 contracts surveyed*

In the

table containing the administrative policies of sick leave
benefits the totals were based on only those contracts which
contained a sick leave stipulation*

In this case the total

number of contracts containing sick leave benefits was
eighty-four*
General provisions.

There are four provisions shown

in Table I which occurred in all contracts*

These were: (1)

the name of school or district number; (2) name of teacher;
(3) agreement to teach; (4) Amount of salary stated*

Most

of the contracts stated an annuel salary both in writing
and in figures*

However, there were some variations used*

One contract contained a "rider" agreement which stipulated
that the amount of salary stated was dependent upon passage
of a proposed mill levy on the district.

If the levy failed,

the salary could be lowered accordingly and the district
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would n©» b* loyally bound by the salary provisions of the
eootinulns contract low#

Tito contracts stated the annuel cel

ery la two different flgiures.

The first figure was stated

as basic oalRry, while the second was termed "Cost of living
adjustaeat."

This second figure was not to be considered

as salary under the teres of the sm%# l#w referred to «bove#
One contract stated that the annuel salary was based on the
consumer price Index* and that for each three point variation
of the index* a fifty dollar adjustment would be made accord
ingly In the annual salary#
111 but el&ht of the contracts contained an agree
ment stipulating the maaner in which the salary wee to be paid#
There were so^e vsrletions In these stipulations concerning
the number of Imstalimentm* time of pwayment$ and school or
calendar month#

Foui'teen of the total mumber of eontrecte

containing a method of payment stipulation* g^v# the teacher
a choice of either nine or twelve equal payments#
four contained # blank number of Installments|
tained twelve installments}

Ninety-

thirty con

thirty-five contained ten Install

ments* and fourty-seven contained nine installments#

One

contract stipulated s i x t e e n payments and one stipulated eleven,
little variation was found In the time cf payment, ex
cept that forty-six specified the ersd of the school month*
which Is usually considered twenty teaching days* and sixtynine specified the end of the calendar month* end in three
contracts the actual dates of each payment were stipulated#
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Another variation found in forty-seven contracts
was the reference to, or an actual quote from, section
2
75-1516 (964) of the Montana School Law#
Briefly, this
law states that warrants shall be drawn from the county
treasurer from money standing to the credit of said school
dlstri ct.
One contract stipulated that payment was contingent
upon... and hero a blank space was provided to be filled
in presumably by the board.

No indication was given as

to what was entered In the blank space*

Forty contracts

stipulated that the last payment would not be made until
all required reports were accepted by the superintendent#
Two of these specified the county superintendent*
There were other stipulations which affected the
method of payment, but these were in the nature of "safe
guards’* against teacher resignation*

A more complete

description of them is given in the section dealing with
resignation stipulations.
A legal teaching certificate was required In 207 cases.
This stipulation was usually worded in the following mannerJ
"The teacher represents himself or herself as holding a legal
ly valid teaching certificate in full face r^nd effect for the

2

State Department of Public Instruction, School
Laws of the State of Montana (Great Falls: Great Fails
Tribune Printing and Supply Co., 1953)» p. 34.
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No mention whatever was made in the other

twenty-three cases*
The next Important stipulation to be considered is the
specification of the school term*

There was considerable

variation in the form of the various stipulations, and be
cause of this, the general stipulation was broken into three
parts and listed according to the manner and frequency with
which each part was stated*

Sight contracts specified no

length of school term, but were included in the totals*
Date of beginning school term
Manner stated

Number of cases

1*

Specific date provided in contract*

194

2*

No date specified*

25

3#

Exact date to be set by board*

11

4*

Date changed by mutual agreement*

2

Length of term
1*

Not less than loO teaching days*

61

2.

Blank provided for number of days,

49

3*

Blank provided for number of months*

4Ô

4*

Not to exceed 180 teaching days*

12

5.

No length specified*

17

6*

Nine months*

8

7*

Not less than 160 nor more than 185
teaching days*

6

6*

185 teaching days*

7

9*

Beginning end ending dates given*

6

Not less then 175 nor more than 185
teaching days*

4

Nine and one-half months*

2

10*
114
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12.

No less than 160 nor more than 160 days.

2

13.

Actually hold school 160 days.

2

14.

No less than 1É0 nor more than 163 teaching
days.

2

15*

Thirty-eight weeks*

1

16.

Thirty-six weeks.

1

Eleven contracts also stipulated the term of
contract as being a full year.
School term modifications
1*

No modification specified.

2.

Exclusive of holidays and recesses, but
including teachers* conventions end
institutes.

20

Attendance at institutes and conventions
considered as days taught, if attended.

13

Exclusive of legal holidays and any other
days when school may not be in session.

10

5.

Exclusive of legal holidays and vacations.

12

6.

Exclusive of holidays.

7.

Including institutes and teachers conventions.

d.

Exclusive of vacations.

1

9.

less any approved by state department*

1

Length of all holidays to be fixed by the
board.

1

Teaching days to be construed as days on
which school Is convened end in session.

1

3.
4.

10.
11.
12*

164

4
2

Including only one week of holiday vacation.

1

Although there seems to be considerable variation
in the form of stipulations defining the length oJT school
term, closer inspection of the above tables may lead to
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Differences may be more apparent

For Instance, In the first table which provided

for the date of beginning school, 194 contracts specified dates
ranging from the first to the fifth of September.

The twenty-

five cases not specifying a date, and the eleven eases in
which the board was to set a date may have been different of
course.

However, one may be relatively safe In assuming that

in those cases the date of beginning school probably varied
In few, if any, instances from the last week in August, or
the first week in September.
In the table defining the length of school term,
it was found that seventeen contracts did not specify a length
of school term, and that three contracts specified what amounted
to thirty-eight weeks.

Except for these contracts* all others

specified lengths no shorter than 175, and no amount longer
than 135 teaching days.

As this table shows the actual stipu

lations printed on the contract, it Is found that ninety-seven
contracts provided only blanks for the number of days or months
in the school term.

However, forty-one of these blanks were

filled in with ink upon arrival.

Although this type of inser

tion is not considered as a part of the contract for the pur
poses of this study, the information is pertinent enough to
mention.

For in no case was the length of school term shorter

than 175 nor longer than 135 teaching days in those contracts
filled in %fith ink.
Eleven contracts specifically stated that the term of
contract was for a full year, and the same inference could be
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drawn from several others*

On the other hand* sixteen con

tracts stipulated that in no case was the term of contract
to go beyond the thirtieth of June*
The table which defines the school term modification
indicates a rather wide variation in the manner of stating
the stipulation governing holidays and other days when school
is not in session*
was stated*

In 164 of the contracts* no stipulation

In a majority of the contracts which did con

tain a provision governing these matters* the attempt was
made* it seems* to establish compliance with Montana school
3
law* Several comments were made by school administrators In
connection with the school law as it applies to holidays and
recesses*

The statements in effect* said that some of the

confusion which seems to exist in the provisions for holidays
end recesses was probably due more to the manner in which
the school law was stated* than it was to those who framed
the contract*
Thirteen of the contracts stated that attendance
at teachers* conventions and Institutes would be considered
as days taught* provided the teacher did attend*

One contract

made no mention of holidays or conventions* and stated that
teaching days included only those days when school was con
vened and in session*

Three other contracts Indicated quite

^State Department of Public Instruction, ^ * cit.»
Sec* 75-2204 (1062) and See. 75-1632 (22), pp* 4I-S3*
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plainly that holidays end recesses were at the discretion
of the board«

In the remaining contracts, the terms "in

clusive" and "exclusive" were used quite frequently to
indicate that days spent at teachers* conventions and insti
tutes were to be counted as days taught, and that holidays
and other recesses were not to be counted as days taught#
The sample contract blank which Is at present Identi
fied with the Montana State Department of Education,^ clari
fies this provision to some extent#

The use of "days taught"

in this Instance has reference to the manner in which the
length of school term is defined In the state law for the
purpose of receiving foundation program funds.
An agreement that the teacher must abide by the rules
and regulations of the board was found in all first class
district contracts but was omitted in some of the contracts
from each of the other sources#

The total number of contracts

containing this stipulation was 164#

Only four of the 164

contracts containing the agreement to abide by the rules
of the board made any mention of making these rules known
or available to the teacher#

All four of these contracts

stipulated that a copy of the rules and regulations were at
tached to the contract#

Three copies were in the form of

mimeographed sheets attached to the contract blank, and one
was in the form of a 3"X5" handbook.

Three of the copies

were from first class districts, and one was from a second
class district#

4see Appendix#
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From a comparative standpoint, the above information
does indicate somewhat of a change or trend in Montana teach
ing contracts since 1945«

In the Johnstone and Hindis report%

only twenty nine percent of the contracts studied contained
the stipulation that the teacher must obey the rules of the
board#

No mention was made of copies of the rules being

made a part of the contract and available to the teacher. . In
the present study, seventy one percent contained such a stip
ulation, and in four of these cases, copies of the rules were
attached#
Time limits for acceptance of the offer and return
of the contract were stated in 126 contracts#

The time limit

was quite uniform in those contracts which actually specified
the number of days#

Twenty days was the usual number#

In

those contracts which did not specify a number of days, a
blank space was provided to be filled In by the board#
In 121 contracts a provision was made for a salary
agreement during the time when school may be forced to close
due to epidemics or other unforseen reasons#

The form "64"

in the appendix gives an excellent example of the manner in
which most of these agreements were stated#
in the manner of statement included;

Other variations

(l) no pay during time

lost, but full pay for make-up time at end of term;

(2)

salary to cease for such time as school is closed; and (3)
half pay for time lost#

In sixteen of these contracts, a

^See page 17.
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"rider’’ agreement stipulated that in no ease was the school
term to go beyond the thirleth of June.

Fifty percent of

the contracts contained a direct statement that Montana
school law was incorporated in the contract.

Also, fifty

percent contained provisions which required an oath of
office to be taken by the teacher.
All of the general agreements referred to thus far
have been those which have appeared, in one form or another
in fifty to one hundred percent of the contracts.

This

includes a total of thirteen general agreements.
The next group of general provisions considered are
those which appeared in from twenty-five to fifty percent
of the contracts surveyed.

The agreements in this category

are shown to range in from thirty-six to forty-five percent
of the total contracts.
A difference is found here, in contracts from first
class districts compared to those from the other sources.
Only one of the eight agreements which appeared in this
group was found in contracts from first class districts.
This agreement, which states that the teacher is to be
assigned duties by the board or school superintendent, is
found in all first class district contracts.

By comparison,

only one of the county rural contracts contains this pro
vision.
The first four agreements in the table were usually
found as a group in most of the contracts from second and
third class districts.

That is, all four of the agreements
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were found In the same contract and were stated In the
following manner:
The teacher agrees to enforce the rules
prescribed by the superintendent of public
Instruction and the county superintendent,
to use only such textbooks as are prescribed
by law and to keep a school register end
make the returns prescribed by law, and to
use the prescribed course of study.
Another agreement was added to the group in twentytwo percent of the second class district contracts, thirtynine percent of urban third class contracts, twenty-three
percent of the county high school contracts, and In sixty
percent of those from county rural districts.

This agree

ment, as shown In the form ^64" In the appendix, required
the teacher to strictly follow the advice of the county
superintendent given within his or her authority.
Seventy-six percent of the rural district contracts
contained a provision for dally janitorial service.

The

next highest percentage for this agreement was found In the
third class urban districts which contained forty-six per
cent.

Contracts from other sources were relatively free

from this agreement.

The first class districts had none,

the second class had fourteen, and the county h i ^ schools
contained seventeen percent.

Seventy-five percent of the

contracts which did contain this provision, also provided
a blank space to be filled in with the name of the party who
agreed to perform the services.
the teacher.

Twenty-five percent listed

Another agreement usually listed with the above
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agreement, stated that the teacher was not responsible for
cleaning the school after the functions of other organisa
tions»

This may give an indirect Indication of idiose name

usually appeared in the blank spaces of the agreement re
ferred to above.
The next group of general stipulations observed was
that which appeared in less than twenty«-fIve, but more than
five percent of the total contracts.

In this group a compari

son of first class district contracts with those from the other
sources shows that contracts from the first class districts are
relatively free from these stipulations*

Only six of the six

teen stipulations listed are found in first class contracts.
These six are:

(1) sum required by the teachers* retirement

law to be deducted from the teachers* salary; (2) the receipt
of the contract serves as notification of appointment; (3) the
teacher must execute the directions of the superintendent of
schools; (4) health certificate required of the teacher; (5)
a provision for summer school attendance; (6) the teacher must
follow the advice of the district superintendent.
All except three of the provisions were found in some
of the contracts from the other sources*

The agreements

which required the board to keep the school building in
good repair and to furnish supplies; and the agreement
for the teacher to follow the advice of the district superin
tendent were not found in any contracts from County high schools,
The agreement for the teacher to execute the directions of
the superintendent of schools was not found to be included
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in any County rural contracts.
The provisions which required the board to provide
water and toilet facilities, scrub the floors every three
months, deduct teachers♦ retirement sums, and keep building
in good repair; and the provisions which required the
teacher to obtain a health certificate and register a
teaching certificate in the County superintendent’s office
are references to Montana school law.

Sections of the

laws were actually printed on thirty four of the contracts
from the various districts and County superintendents.
A provision for extra duty assignment was found in
fifteen percent of the contracts.

This provision was usually

stated along with the agreement to teach and provided that
the teacher was to perform such other extra curricular duties
as would be assigned by the superintendent or board.

In a

few eases the actual duties such as class sponsor, play
production, and school newspaper were spelled out.
In ten percent of the contracts the teacher agreed
to abide by the currently adopted salary schedule.

Seven

of these contracts, or three percent of the total, contained
an attached copy of the salary schedule.
A provision for summer school attendance was found
in eight percent of the contracts.

This provision was gen

erally stated in one of two general forms.

The first and

most widely used form stated that the teacher was to be
paid a certain amount according to the credits earned in
his or her teaching field which would be added to the next
years salary.

The second form of agreement simply stated
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-51that the teacher must attend summer school at regular Inter
vals.
Seven percent of the contracts stipulated that the
contract was to be In full force and effect after It was
signed by both parties.

Five percent required a teaching

certificate to be registered in the County superintendents
office.
Nine general agreements were found in more than one
contract, but in less than five percent of the total.

Only

three of these were found in contracts from first class
districts, and only one in contracts from County high schools.
The three agreements found in first class district contracts
were:

(1) teacher responsibility that Information given in

application be true and correct; (2) teacher to attend work
shop in addition to regular term if the superintendent de
sires; and (3) teacher to deposit certificate and transcript
of college credits with the clerk of the board.

The one

agreement found in contracts from County high schools pro
vided the specific duty assignment for the teacher.
One of the nine general agreements was found only
in contracts from second class districts.

This was the

aforementioned cost of living adjustment in the teachers*
salary.

Three of the second class contracts contained

this provision*
The County rural contracts, on the other hand, con
tained all but four of these agreements*
ments vdiich were not found were:

The four agree

(1) teacher to attend
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-53workshop;

(2) the teacher to deposit certificate with

the board;

(3) the boerd to have the right to re-assign,

but not to reduce salery of the teacher;

and (4) the cost

of living adjustment stipulation.
The length of the school day for the teacher was
specified in slightly less than five percent of the con
tracts,

The time was given in all cases for the teacher to

be in school from eight-thirty A,M. to four-thirty P.M.,
with an hour off for lunch at noon.

One of the second class

contracts specified only forty-five minutes for the lunch
period.
The provision which required the teacher to be res
ponsible for information given in the application was
found in four percent of the total contracts.

The manner

in vdilch this agreement was stated in all but one of the
contracts, varied little from that given in the table.

One

second class contract, however, stated that the part of all
correspondence between the two parties ^ i c h referred only
to the teacher, was included in and made a part of the
contract.
Four percent of the contracts contained the agree
ment that the teacher must pledge cheerful conformity to
the terms of the contract.

Three percent stated that the

terms of the contract constituted the only agreement between
the teacher and the district.
Teacher resignation stimulations.

There seemed to

be two purposes underlying the provisions affecting teacher
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-55resignation during the term of the contract*

The first

purpose was manifested in those agreements which were de<*
signed to prevent teacher resignation* and the second was
manifested in those agreements dealing directly with procedures
and penalties in case of resignation.

For example* eight

percent of the total number of contracts contained an agree
ment which stated that a certain percentage of the teachers*
salary would be withheld each month* and that the accumulated
sum would be forfeited if and when the teacher resigned during
the school term.

Seven percent of the total contracts con

tained a similar agreement to the one above* except that in
this ease a specified sum was withheld from the total salary*
to be forfeited anytime the teacher resigned.

Three contracts

contained a variation of this agreement which stated that if
the board offered the teacher a new contract for the next
school term* and the teacher accepted and signed the contract*
a specified amount of money would be withheld from the pre
sent salary to be paid to the teacher on the first day of
school the next following term* provided the teacher were
present and had assumed teaching duties.
In all* fifteen percent of the total number of contracts
contained agreements which allowed the board to withhold sal
ary in some manner as protection against possible teacher
resignations.

This figure may have some significance be

cause of the fact that only forty-six percent of the total
contracts contained any provision for teacher resignations.
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A weakness In the present study becomes apparent
at this point*

A l t h o u ^ alxty^four percent of the contract»

surveyed contained no resignation stipulation, this did not
mean that the school boards which used those contracts had
no resignation policies in the rules and regulations which
by reference were made a part of the contract*

This is also

true in other areas of agreement*
An estamination of the remaining resignation stipula
tions shows that these were designed for the purpose of
outlining procedures and penalties incurred upon actual res
ignation by the teacher prior to completion of the contract*
In seven percent of the total contracts the parties agreed
that the board had the right to recommend cancellation of the
teachers^ certificate.

A flat rate presented to the board

in the form of a money order was required in five percent,
and a thirty day time notice was required of the teacher in
six percent of the contracts*
An agreement which stated that resignations would
not normally be accepted after a specified date In summer,
appeared in five percent of the contracts*

In one contract,

the date specified was the fifteenth of June*

In seven con

tracts the date was the fifteenth of duly, and in four the
date was the fifteenth of August*
In two percent of the contracts, the board reserved
the right to waive any penalties, and, in another two per
cent, the contract could be nullified by mutual agreement*
One percent, or three contracts, stipulated that no release
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-57would be granted, and another one percent listed specific
reasons which would be considered as imperative for resig
nation.

These were:

(1) services of the teacher needed at

home; and (2) personal illness making it Impossible for the
teacher to continue teaching duties.
Dismissal stimulations.

No provision was made for

the dismissal of teachers in sixty percent of the contracts.
This again Indicates an unknown area concerning school board
policies affecting the dismissal of teachers in those schools.
However, forty percent of the contracts did contain dismissal
stipulations, and some ideas may be gained from them.
Twenty percent of the total number of contracts stip
ulated that a teacher may be dismissed at any time for any
cause the board deemed satisfactory*

This stipulation was

most frequently found in combination with two other agreements
shown in the table.

The complete agreement was generally

stated in the following manner.
**It la further agreed and understood that
the board of trustees reserves the right
to cancel this contract for good cause
and said board of trustees shall be sole
judge of what Is good cause, but the party
of the first part shall receive written
notice of the reason or reasons for such
termination of the contract and of the
time and place where said teacher may
appear before the board for a hearing.
All obligations of the board cease at the
time of cancellation of this contract.*
One contract contained the above agreement with a
certain variation.

In this case the contract stated that the

teacher may ask to appear before the board for a hearing.
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—59**
Ten percent of the total contracte contained a pro
vision to pro-rate the salary at the time of dismissal to
the actual time of service#

Six percent stated that the

teacher could be dismissed for Inefficiency, disloyalty, or
unprofessional conduct, and two percent stated insubordina
tion as a cause for dismissal#
Three percent contained a provision which would dis
miss the teacher for unforseen or unavoidable factors caus
ing the closing of school, while two percent provided for
dismissal when the school was closed because of a lack of
funds or enrollment.
Two second class contracts provided that the teacher
could be dismissed at any time if found to have a contagious
disease, and two first class contracts provided that the
teacher could be dismissed if age sixty five was reached be
fore the beginning of school#

Two contracts stated that a

woman teacher could be dismissed if she married during the
term of the contract#
Personal duty stipulations.

The agreements found in

Montana teaching contracts which seem to be based on no direct
connection with the agreement to teach school, but which do
affect the teachers* actions, are designated as personal
duty stipulations for the purposes of this study#

There

were seven such agreements found in from one to five percent
of the contracts studied#
The agreement which appeared most in this group con
cerned either direct or indirect affiliation of the teacher
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with the Montana Education Aasociation*

Five contracts pro

vided that the teacher become a member of this organization.
One of these also listed the National Education Association.
Five other contracts provided for withholding of the teachers*
salary for as many days as they did not attend an authorized
Montana Education Association convention.

One contract pro

vided that, "teachers not attending the Montana Education
Association district convention will be given work assignments
in school during the time others are away for convention
attendance."
Four percent of the contracts provided that the teacher
must attend meetings, institutes, and conventions deemed
important by the superintendent.

Two percent provided that

the teacher must engage in community activities prescribed
by the superintendent•
An agreement which required the teacher to reside in
the community was found in three percent of the contracts,
and an agreement which provided that the teacher must not
engage In outside activity appearing In two percent.

One

percent of the contracts provided that the teacher must take
part in, and attend all school functions.
Sick leave stipulations.

Sixty-three percent of the

contracts contained no provision for sick leave.

This again

presents an incomplete picture of what conditions actually
are throughout the state.

In a majority of the comments

made by respondents concerning the items they wanted in
cluded in a contract, sick leave was the most mentioned.
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Some mentioned that they preferred to let sick leave benefits
remain a part of school board policy.
Erett L. Koyer^ conducted a statewide study of sick
leave policies in Montana In 1953-54*

In this study, Moyer

found that only twenty of the 227 schools surveyed did not
have a sick leave policy*

His study also Indicated that 47.5

percent of the total schools represented had no written sick
leave policy in the spring of 1954.

The present study has

been conducted on teaching contracts used in 1954-1955, and.
In this study, forty seven percent contained sick leave pro
visions*

From this the conclusion seems to be that sick

leave provisions in Montana school systems are of three
general typest

(1) contractual; (2) written school policy;

and (3) unwritten oral agreements, probably fitted to meet
certain needs in each case*
There were considerable variations in the sick leave
stipulations which occurred In forty-seven percent of the
contracts*

However, all of the stipulations contained two

basic elements:

(1) time allowed, end (2) administration*

These two elements were separated for the purposes of this
study and placed In separate tables*
In the first table which shows the number of days al
lowed, eighteen different combinations of days allowed, and
methods of accumulating sick leave, are shown.

Seven percent

Asrett L, Moyer, "Sick Leave Policies for the Teachers
In the State of Montana.**, (unpublished Masters* Thesis
Montana State University, 1954.)
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of the total, contain only a blank for the number of days
allowed.

Of the agreements which did specify a definite

length of time, two were most frequently found*

They were;

(1) ten days accumulative to thirty; and (2) five days per
current year*

These two appeared in more contracts than all

others combined*
Only three first class district contracts contained &
sick leave stipulation*

All three were different*

Ten county

rural contracts contained sick leave stipulations, and seven
of these provided a blank for the number of days allowed.
Four county high school contracts contained provisions for
sick leave, end these too, were all different.
The greatest variation occurred in contracts from
second and third class urban districts*

This probably was

due to the fact that contracts from these two sources contain
ed the most stipulations*
The table of stipulations concerning the administration
of sick leave shows seventeen different ways in which sick
leave was administered.

This table is based only on those

contracts which contained a sick leave stipulation.

Twenty-

one percent of these contracts contained no administrative
stipulation.

Twenty percent gave the board the right to re

quest a doctor's certificate upon return to work.

Another

twenty percent granted emergency leave with the board's ap
proval to be counted as sick leave.

Two percent contained a

rather similar agreement which specified the amount of time
which could be used as sick leave in emergencies.

This

agreement did not require the approval of the board.
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Seventeen percent of the contracts v^ich contained
sick leave stipulations, provided that absence not under
sick leave would be deducted from the teacher’s salary.

Two

percent provided that the board could terminate the contract
after absence of twenty days.

One of these added that tenure

would not be lost If the contract was terminated.
Twelve percent of the contracts stated that the teacher
must pay the substitute for any absence over the sick leave
allowance*

Five percent stated that only the board would

employ and pay substitutes.
Sick leave could be used only for personal illness
or death in the immediate family In ten percent of the con-*
tracts, and in two percent, the teacher had to be under the
doctor’s care after the third day to receive full pay.

An

additional amount of sick leave at half pay was provided for
in three percent of the contracts.

One contract provided

that sick leave was to be compensated by half day periods
up to a total of ten half days per year.
Six percent of the contracts contained a provision for
the board to either buy back unused sick leave for a specified
amount per day or to pro-rate unused sick leave money among
the members of the faculty at the end of the term.

In one

instance the board provided for a 500 dollar sick leave
fund to be set up.

This fund was to be administered by the

faculty.
Accumulated sick leave was not to be used as terminal
leave In two percent of the contracts, and In one instance.
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accumulated leave was applicable only v^en current year’s
leave had been used#

Two contracts stated that sick leave

was not to exceed five days in pnv semester or ten days in
the second semester*

One contract stated simply that sick

leave would be prescribed by the board#
Four contracts which contained the provision for ten
days leave per current year, cumulative to thirty days, also
contained another stipulation which seemed a bit confusing*
This stipulation provided that no more than ten dsys sick
leave could be used in any one year#

No mention was made

concerning payments for unused sick leave*
Miscellaneous stimulations#

A total of twenty-six

agreements, each appearing only once in the survey, were
listed as miscellaneous for that reason*

All except one of

these agreements occurred in second, third, County rural and
County h i ^ school contracts*

The one agreement which ap

peared in a first class contract provided for the special
mill levy mentioned earlier#

The evidence seems to Indi

cate that most of these agreements were formulated because
of peculiar local factors or happenings which caused the
board to Include the stipulation*
The tables which list these stipulations were arranged
in such a way as to provide for as much accuracy ss possible
in the listing of each agreement*

For this reason a detailed

account of each stipulation was unnecessary#
Recent trends*

In the foregoing account of stipula

tions which occurred in Montana teaching contracts during the
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#
CO

CD

■D
O
Q.
C

TABLE I

3
Q.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS WHICH OCCURRED CULT ONCE IN THE TOTAL HUMBER OF
CONTRACTS

■D
CD

cn
C/)

Stipulation

Source

CD

8

CD

3.
3"

CD
CD

■D
O
Q.
C
a
o
3
■D
O
CD

Q.

■D
CD

1#
2*
3$
4#
5*
6*
7*

9é
10*
11*
12*
13*

C/)
C/)

14*
15.

Teachers mast not keep company with high school students* • « • • • « • • 3d
Teachers must not keep company with high school students of opposite sex* 2
Teacher to be diligent in taking care of school property* * . . . . . . * 3
Each woman teacher shall receive a 200 dollar bonus if she completes
'
term* * * * . . * . * . . . * . * * * . * * * * * . * . * * * * . * * 3
It is further mutually understood that the teacher shall
3
This contract mist be accepted with the following rrovisions
*3
If teacher rents housing from district, the rent will be deducted from
salary. . * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * 3
Salary based on Bureau of Lsbor price index* 50 dollar change at 3
points* * « * * * * 4 i * * * * • * * * • « * « • « * • • * * * * • * * • 2
Board agrees to increase salary according to M.E.A. schedule for both
experience and professional education * * * * * * , * * * * * # * * # # # 2
Violation of corrupt practices act or exercise of Influence on pupils .
in behalf of any candidate is grounds for dismissal . # * * * * * * 2
A merit service adjustment in salary will be agreed to by teacher * * # # 2
Blank space provided for vacation address of teacher* • * * * « • * * * • 2
The part of salary considered as cost of living adjustment Is of a
temporary nature and is not considered as part of the basic salary* Ho
tenure rights * * * * * . * * . # * * * * * * * . * . * * * * * * # 2
Contract to be null and void if teacher is proved to be a member of sub
versive organization* * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * 2
Duties assigned to be consistent with the dignity and profession of a
teacher * * # * . * * * . * * . * # * * * * * * * * * # 2

class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class

I
ON
f

CD

■D
O
Q.
C

g
Q.

TABLE X

(eontj

■D
CD

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS WHICH OCCURRED ONLT ONCE IN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
CONTRACTS

C/)
C/)

Stipulation

8
(O'

3.
3"

CD
CD

■D
O
Q.
C
a
O
3
"O
O
CD

Q.

■D
CD

C/)
C/)

16. Acceptance of the position carries the implication that the teacher
resigns from the candidacy of a position elsewhere.
17. Teachers to be In their respective rooms by 8;45 A.M. and 12:45 P.M.
so that students may contact them to receive help they desire . . # .
18. The teacher: when sponsoring a school function-to be the first there to
open the doors and take care of the students, if not sponsoring-to be
there when the program is slated to begin
Teacher
to cooperate with district supt* and trustees in developing his
19.
or her department to the hipest possible degree*
. ..
..
..
20 Part of salary is dependent upon approval of a special millage levy by
the tax paying voters of said school district. If it fails the diet,
will not be legally bound to the salary provisions of the continuing
contract lew. .
.
21. Teacher to perform building end playground supervision, end also lunch
hour.
22 . Teacher must cooperate with the County superintendent in the devëopment of the educational interests of the community. . . . . . . . .
23. Board agrees to furnish all the latest textbooks prescribed for use in
the county and the district, along with ell necessary supplies. . . .. ,
24. Application and all other correspondence concerning the teacher shall
become a part of this contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Teacher
to understand that future conditions may require the Board to
25.
adopt a rule prohibiting the employment of married women as teachers.
If so, that rule will become a part of this contract, and said contract
may be terminated upon thirty days notice by the Board. . . . . . . .
26. Teacher to understand that he or she must work twelve months of the
year with one month vacation. , .

.

Source
2 class
2 class
2 class
2 class

1 class
2 class
County R*
County R.
County H,

County H.
County H.

-711954-55 school term, I W

agreements were considezH»d«

Dif

ferent form and meaning appeared many times within each of
these agreements*

For this reason, a difficult task would

be encountered in any attempt to compare completely, the
changes which might have occurred in all of these agreements»
during the last ten years.

However, some definite change

seems to have appeared in the frequency of some agreements
which may indicate a trend in Montana teaching contracts*
Ten different agreements were selected and compared
with the results of the Johnstone and Hindle study which
covered 111 Montana teaching contracts in 1945*

The fol

lowing table shows the comparison, percentagewise, of the
contracts which contained each stipulation In 1945 and 1955*
Stipulation

1.
2.

$6
1945
Teacher to obey rules of the board***..*..*..
29

%

1955
71

Teacher may be dismissed any time for good
cause. Board sole judge. .*.***.....*.*..*...

5

20

3.

Oath of office required of teacher*.*...*.*.*

26

50

4*

Provision for sick leave.

5*

Time limit to accept contract.**.*..*..... .*

22

55

6.

Teaching certificate required of teacher* **.*

74

90

7.

Teacher to follow advice of County Supt ******

29

36

Ô*

Teacher must be member of M* E. A. • * *, * *

5

5

9.

Rooms must be scrubbed once every three months 37

14

10.

Woman teacher may be dismissed for marrying* *

25

47

14

In 1945 the cause most frequently listed for the dis
missal of teachers was marriage of women teachers during the
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-72term of the contract.

In X955 the cause most frequently

listed was number two above.
There Is little doubt that the above comparisons do
represent some change in Montana teaching contracts between
1945 and 1955•

The trend seems to have been toward more

obedience to local rules and regulations» more comprehensive
dismissal stipulations. Increased concern for teacher oaths,
inclusion of sick leave provisions, and requiring acceptance
of the contract within a definite period of time.

The com

parison also shows an Increase In the requirement of a
teaching certificate and in following the advice of the
County superintendent.

Whether or not these last two re

present a trend is rather uncertain because the percentage
difference was not as large In these eases.
There seems to have been a trend toward less inclusion
of such stipulations as the requirement to scrub floors
every three months end the dismissal of women teachers for
becoming married.

Requirements for belonging to educational

associations remained at about the same low level, but other
so called personal duty stipulations have declined in number
since 1945.
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CHAPTER V
S U m m K Y A l i D GOKCLUSIORS

The four fold purpose of the present study was to
examine the teaching contract forms used In Montana public
schools in

and to compare them In terms of the

frequency with which agreements appeared# to determine
what has been done in other states concerning teachers*
contracts# to compile informa ion from other studies in the
field of teachers* contracts in an effort to determine the
extent of uniformity of contracts throughout the United
States# and to use the information in a comparative manner;
and to find out what Montana school administrators and
County superintendents think of the contract In use In
the local school systems and what their views were concern
ing a statewide# uniform contract for Montana*
Letters were sent to Montana school administrators
and County superintendents# requesting copies of the teaching contract forms then in use in the respective localities*
They were also asked to express the above mentioned views
concerning local contracts and a statewide form*

Letters

were also sent to various educational organizations and
state departments of education in quest of information
from other areas#
In the meantime, former studies in the field of

•

73-
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-74teaching contracta wore examined aid the reanlta of these
studios showed that in ©very case a wide variation of
agreements was found in contracts from schools throughout
the United States*

The number of agreements In contracts

from the smaller school systems was almost always larger
than in contracts from large schools*

The recommendations

of these studies were similar In that all of them recommend
ed a minimum number of essential items in a teaching contract*
and that local rules and regulations* made available to the
teacher# could take care of the details of each local situa
tion*

Each of the studies expressed a favorable opinion

on the use of a statewide# uniform contract# and the
National Education Association openly recommended the adop
tion of a mandatory uniform contract in each state*
The information gained from the survey of Montana
teaching contracts was compiled and tabulated in such a
manner that comparisons between contracts from school systems
of different size could be made in order to detect any trends
or changes in Montana contracts during the last ten years*
Only two of the ten states contacted during the
course of the study# reported no acticm being taken concern
ing teaching contracts*
CalIfornia*

These two were South Dakota and

All the other states contacted either had

mandatory or suggested uniform contracts for teachers*
AS for Montana# the following points should summerize the results of the present study in relation to Informa-
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-75tion vghlch may be useful to Kontana school people*
Montana teaching contracta vary considerably in the
form of agreement a found In them*

In many Instances the

differences are of a superficial nature*

is, different

means are used to express the same essential meaning*

Two

rather good examp3e s of this kind of difference are the agree
ments concerning time off for holidays and conventions*
Differences in other areas are also more superfIciaL than
otherwise, though to a 1 seer extent*

The methods of pay

ment and the beginning date of school are examples*
In other instances the differences and variations
are more far reaching*

Sick leave, resignation, and dis

missal stipulations vary to a marked degree*

Contracts from

rural districts are generally more uniform than thoose from
other sources, but as a rula are much more detailed than
those from first class districts*

The form **6 4 ** is used in

nearly half the rural districts in the state, but opinions
are varied concemlng its worth*

The main objective to

its use in most cases is the fact that no sick leave la
included*
After an examination of Montana teaching contracts
vaa made, similar results to those of other studies in the
field were obtained*

The first class district contracts

contain less agreements generally than do those from smaller
schools*
There has been a marked increase in the last ten
years In the requirement that teachers obey local rules and
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-76regulations.

However, the availability of those rules and

regulations to the teacher seems not to have made a corre
sponding Increase,
On the whole, Montana teaching contracts compare
favorably with those from other sections of the country
which were studied in the nationwide surveys.

Even the uni

form contracts varied to a marked degree from state to state.
This could be caused by the variation in school laws from
state to state.
Observations and Recommendations.

In conducting the

survey of teaching contracts In Montana, some factors were
observed which might be of Interest,

One such factor was the

expressed desire on the part of those conducting former stud
ies, and also, respondents to the present study; to limit the
number of agreements In contracts to the few necessary items,
and make the board rules and regulations a part of the con
tract by reference.

The general Idea behind this seems to

be a simple, brief, and easily enforced contract.

The Idea

seems workable and Is probably satisfactory In many school
systems.

However, care would be needed In such an undertaking

In most Montana schools.

Few school boards have written rules

and regulations, especially in the rural districts.

This

could be remedied of course, but In doing so the question
might ariset

Would not the attached rules and regulations

become In effect the contract and result In an even more
detailed and voluminous document?
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*77If the above approach is not the answer to a simple, easily
imderstood, and enforcahle contract for Montana, what about
a uniform contract?

If a uniform contract were to be decided

upon, which type would stand the beat chance of being accept
ed?

There., are two types, mandatory and suggested,
1
g^e evidence seems to Indicate that in the twenty-

three stat/cs which'use either a m a n d a t o r y or suggested uni
form contract, little or no opposition was encountered once
the contract had been established#
The state department of education would seem the
moat logical place to construct such a standard contract
because responsibility for the Items of agreement must of
necessity come from one source#

From the comments and sug

gestions made by respondents to the survey, llttl or no
uniformity was found concerning what items should be
ed In ouch a contract#

Includ

Moat of them agreed on only one thing,

a ttnirorm contract for Montana should Include space for
the local board to insert agreements necessary for each
particular district#
The question of whether a mandatory, or a suggested
uniform contract for Montana would be the most acceptable,
would be difficult to answer*

Both types have been used

with satisfactory results in ether states*

The state of

Nevada enacted a law supposedly making a uniform contract
mandatory throughout the state#

The attorney general later

handed down an opinion which stated that the contract was
not mandatory#

Yet the contract has been In use In about
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ninety-five percent of the school districts in Nevada, The
state of Washington, on the other hand, created a uniform
contract which was not mandatory and only suggested for use.
The state department of education expressed official disapproval
of other forms and now this contract is used in about ninetyfive percent of the Washington school districts.

Both of

these states expressed similar satisfaction.
This may seem to indicate that once a uniform contract
attains official sanction or aprrovsl, and is suggested
for use, the result seems to be satisfactory.
The value of a statewide, uniform teaching contract
has been quite will established in those states which use
a uniform contract.

The adoption of such a standard contract

for Montana would also seem to b e a valid and worthwhile
undertaking.

The question would be in the method of adoption

rather than whether or not a uniform contract should be
adopted.

There are three methods generally use in establish

ing the use of a statewide uniform contract,
1,

Enactment of a law by the state legislature
making the use of a uniform contract m^^ndf tory,

2,

Official recommendation by the st»te department
of education for the use of © uniform non-mandatory
contract form,

3,

Official recommendation and support by influen
tial teacher and school organizations for the
use of a uniform contract.

Whether or not the Montana state legislature would
enact a law making the use of a state wide uniform teaching
contract mandatory, is an open question.

On the other hand.
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-79th« Montana etate department of public instruction is in a
position to officially recommend the use of a uniform, nonmandatory teaching contract devised by the state department*
Inasmuch as the state department has been interested in the
adoption of a uniform contract, the logical method of adop
tion for Montana would be a combination of number two and
three above#

Evidence indicates that the Montana Education

Association would support a uniform teaching contract, and this
support should be sought by the state department as well as
from other Montana school organisations*
Information concerning the value of a uniform contract
as well as an explanation of the factors involved in the
establishment of such a standard contract, and the items
of agreement which make up the contract, should be made
available by the state department*

This could be accomplish

ed by publishing an informative booklet and sending it to
interested school people throughout Montana*

Probably more

support for a uniform contract could be gained from this
than by.sending copies of & contract form to school admin
istrators and requesting opinions concerning the items
of agreement*
General information which might be included in such
a booklet would include explanations of the following items*
1.

Adoption of a uniform contract Is not an attempt
to usurp local control*

2*

Teacher benefits such as sick leave, would be
considered a local responsibility and not in
cluded in a uniform contract. The feeling
seems to be that benefits such as these could
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-ô o .
not be imposed upon school districts without
legislation* The recommendation could be made
however, that school boards should have a
written sick leave policy to present to the
teacher at the time of contracting*
3*
4*

The items of agreement in a uniform contract
would be clearly within Montana school law*
An explanation should be given that there
would be no provision for "other covenants"
in a uniform contract for Montana* There is
a widespread feeling on the part of school
administrator3 that there should be space
provided for local boards to insert agree
ments which would meet the needs of each
locality* Yet in no case did an administrator
holding this velw, give any indication of what
"needs" made teaching school in one locality
different contractually from teaching in another
locality* The recommendations could ^e made
however, that districts which did think
"other covenants" were necessary, could moke
those covenants a part of Written school board
policy, to be enforced through reference to
them in the contract* This could be done so
long as those covenants did not conflict with
state school law* In this case, Montana state
school law would take precedence*

The agreements of a general nature common to all simple
contracts such as names, dates, salary, position should be
explained as being a part of the agreements of a uniform
contract, but that the actual content of such agreements
would be left to the contracting parties*
Such information aa the above would be a valuable
aid to most school boards administrators and teachers in
understanding the factors involved in the establishment of
a uniform contract for Montana*

The actual distribution

of an acceptable uniform contract could be made to the various
counties by the state department*
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
M ISSO U LA

Tou will be interested^ I am sure, in a study of Montana
teachers* contracts which is being made by Mr» Ben R. Larson,
a graduate assistant in the School of Education at Montana State
University» He is attempting to determine the difference in the
various forms of contracts used in the state, and, as a result of
the stiidy, may suggest a uniform state-wide contract which em
bodies the good features of all of them,
Mr. Larson would greatly appreciate your doing the follow
ing things Î
1.

Sending him a copy of the contract form used in your
district along with any material which is usually
attached to the regular form.

2»

Commenting with regard to your opinion on the form
of the contract you are now using.

3»

Indicating your reaction to the idea of a state-wide,
uniform teachers* contract and suggesting items which
should be a part of such contract.

You may be sure that any comments you make will be kept
in, strict confidence. The enclosed, self-addressed envelope will
bring the contracts and your comments directly to him.
Let me thank you in advance for your willingness to assist
with this commendable project.
Sincerely yours.

Linus J, Carleton, Dean
School of Education

u N ivE H st-n r
MONTANA SCHOOL

is
OF

a

u n it o f
MINES AT

th e
u n i v e r s i t t o f M o n t a n a , t h e o t h e r c o m p o n e n t i n s t i t u t i o n s o f w h i c h a r e M o n t a n a s t a t e C o lle ô é AT
BUTTE, WESTERN M O N T A N A COLLEGE OF EDUCATION A T D ILLO N , EASTERN M O N TA N A COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AT B IL
LING S, AN D NORTHERN M O N TA N A COLLEGE AT HAVRE
0 ^ ^ ^ “
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-86MONTANA STATE UNIVTRSITY
MISSOULA

Some time ago Dean Carleton of the School of Education sent
a letter to school administrators throughout the state, soli
citing their co-operation In a state-wide survey of teaching
contracts. There Is the possibility that you did not receive
that letter, or If you did, the letter could have been mis
placed or lost In some way. At any rate, we did not get a
reply from you.
As you know, the validity of a study such as this Is to a
great extent dependent upon the response given to It. Just
one more return will boost the percentage that much nearer
the goal.
So, If you have a spare minute, slip a copy of your school
district's teaching contract In the enclosed stamped enve
lope and mall It. I'd surely appreciate It. If yoy'd care
to comment on your school's contract or the idea of a state
wide contract. I'd appreciate that, too.
I hope this request doesn't Inconvenience you too much, and
I also want to thank you for your consideration of It.
Cordially yours.

Ben R. Larson
Graduate Assistant
School of Education

**^O O L

OF

MINES

^

AT

UNIVERSITY O F M O N TA N A , THE OTHER CO M PO NEN T IN S T ITU TIO N S O F W HICH ARE M O N TAN A STATE COLLEGE AT
BUTTE, WESTERN M O N TA N A COLLEGE OF EDUCATION A T D IL L O N , EASTERN M O N T A N A COLLEGE OF EDUCATION j ^ T B IL
LING S, AN D NORTHERN M O N T A N A COLLEGE AT HAVRE
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•*80"*
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
M I S S O U LA

As a student in the Graduate Sçhool of Education at Montana State Univer-r
sity, I am making a survey of public school teaching contracts in Montana
as partial fulfillment of my work toward the Degree of Master of Arts in
Education,
The purpose of this stucty is to determine the extent of variation in both
form and content of the various contracts now being used throughout the
state of Montana, The information received will be used with the view
toward the possibility of constructing a state-wide^ uniform teaching
contract.
In a stu<ty of this kind, I think it very important that we find out #iat
other states have done, or are doing# along this line* With this in
mind I would greatly appreciate any help you might give me conceinlng
the following items:
1.

If your state has a mandatory state-wide, uniform teachers'
contract# would you please send me a copy of it along with
any other material usually attached to the form.

2,

If your state does not have the above, could you give me
infoimation concerning vdiat has been done, or is being done,
along this line in your state.

3,

Would you please indicate your own, and if possible any
other pertinent reaction in your state to the idea of a
state-wide, uniform teachers’ contract,

4.

Any other suggestions or advice would T?e welcome,

You may be sure that any comments you make will be kept in strict confi
dence, The self-addressed stamped envelope will bring your correspondence
directly to me.
Sincerely yours#

Ben R* Larson
Graduate Assistant
School of Education

LING S,

AN D

NORTHERN

M ONTANA

COLLEGE

AT

HAVRE
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SHOWING DATA ON RETURNS

table

Sources from which
contracts were
requested

1st.

Number requested.
. . .
Number returned
.
. .
Percent returned. .
. .

2nd.

3rd,

CO.

CO.

r.

hi.

totals

9
9
100

60
72
90

107
76
71

56
56
100

17
17
100

269
230
65

Ô
1
1

34
36
37
35
5

25
51
52
24
12

30
26
50
6
20

5
12
12
5
1

102
126
152
76
36

3
2

2
30
6

1

6

4
7
1
6

4

2

3
29
5
6

1
3
1

12
24
1
3

7
31

3
2
2

2
4

1

1

Type of form returned
Printed . . . . . .
Mimeographed. . . .
Legal size. . . . .
Other size. . . . .
Type *64" . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
«
.
.
.

.
•
.
.
.

Ô

Comments on form used
Satisfied with form used
number of replies
"Tes* with no reservation
*Tes* with reservation. *
*No* with no reservation.
*No* with reservation • •

2

12
72
14
23

Comments on statewide
uniform contract
Favored a uniform contract
number of replies
"Tes" with no reservation
"Tes" with reservation. .
"No" with no reservation.
"No" with reservation . .

2
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Agreement Between School Trustees and Teachers
T H IS A G R E E M E N T , M ade and en tered in to th is ------------------------------ d a y o f----------------------------------A. D. 19____ -, b etw een ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

, p a rty o f th e fir s t pa

and the B oard o f T ru stees o f School D is tric t N o _________ , o f.--------------------------------------------------------------C ounty, M onta]
parties of th e second p a rt.
W IT N E S S E T H , T h a t th e said________________________________________________________________, w h o holds a lej
certificate as te a ch e r fo r said county, h e re b y agrees fo r th e co n sid eratio n h e re in a fte r stated, to teach th e school
said d is tric t fo r a p e rio d o f n o t less th a n ------------- days, com m encing on th e ------------- day o f---------------------------------, 19----and said________________________________________________________ fu rth e r agrees to enforce th e ru les and re g u la tio
prescribed b y th e S u p e rin ten d e n t o f P u b lic In s tru c tio n and th e C o u n ty S u p erin ten d en t; to s tric tly fo llo w th e advi
of the C ounty S u p e rin ten d e n t g iven w ith in his o r h e r a u th o rity ; to use o n ly such te x t books as are prescribed
law and to keep a school re g is te r and m ake th e re tu rn s prescrib ed b y law , and to use th e prescribed course of stuc
A N D T H E P A R T IE S O F T H E S E C O N D P A R T h e reb y agree to p a y th e said----------------------------- --------------------_______________________ __ ________-— fo r th e fu ll perio d of service p ro vid ed fo r h e re in th e sum o f $------------------------D O L L A ]
payable in ________________ in s tallm e n ts o f $______________ each.
This con tract, an d th e rig h ts and obligatio ns o f th e p a rtie s h ereu n d er, s h a ll be governed b y th e law s o f t
State of M ontana p e rta in in g th e re to , and b y th e ru les an d re g u latio n s adopted b y th e B o ard o f T ru stees o f t
D istrict.

The p a rt
o f th e _______________ p a rt agree______ to p ro v id e fo r th e d a ily ja n ito r w o rk , w h ic h s h a ll inclu
sweeping, dusting and b u ild in g fire s . I t s h all n o t be b in d in g on th e p a rty of th e fir s t p a rt to clean a n y sch<
building a fte r a n y services o r e n te rta in m e n ts g iv e n u n d e r th e auspices o f o th e r o rg an izatio n s th a n th e scho
T V TT^TrtTTTfSTQ O D—^ N D

AG R E iF D *4h n W m rh rn rvrr th r school s h a ll be closed b y o rd er
ro m a n y cause, th e s a la ry o f s<

OxIeX'?'^

- J ) A T O P _________________ , 1 9 ___
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COPY OF UNIFORM TEACHING CONTRACT FOR MONTANA
PROPOSED BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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TEACHER CONTRACT
M ontana
This agreement, made and entered into this
of

19

dav

■> between _

.

party of the first part (hereinafter referred to as the
Teacher)9 and the Board of Trustees of School District
Ho.

of

county.Montana» parties

of the second part (hereinafter referred to as the Board).
Wltnesseth* that the Teacher, who holds a valid certif
icate as a Teacher In Montana, hereby agrees for and In
consideration of the terms and conditions hereinafter stated,
to perform duties In said District as assigned by the (Prin
cipal) (Superintendent) subject to the approval of the Board,
for the period of the school term beginning on or about
_
, 19___ • and ending on or about
19
j during vdileh time (he)Tine)
shall berequired to teach school a minimum of
days,
but notmore
than
davs exclusive of holidays or recesses
and any other days when school Is not In session, excepting
" ■ I■
.«I. i n s t i t u t e s
B3T00D, that this
r It has been
Clerk of the
nd It shall conove.
te of
______
the school term,
Montana_State__
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AimOTATED PARTIAL LIST OP MONTANA SCHOOL LAY^S AFFECTING TEE
CONTENT OF TEACHING CONTRACTS*
section
!♦ Requirement of teachers* contract. « 75-1632 (1015)

paae
ii-6

............ .. . 75-4706 (1327)

219

3# Certification of teachers...........75-2501

(1088)

89

4# Teacher retirement

to 5

9^

2.

Teachers* oath .

75-2701

.... 75-2201 (1059)

63

5.

Length

of

school

day

6.

Length

of

school

month . . * • « • «

75-2202 (106o) 3
8

7.

Length

of

school

year . . . . . . .

75-2203 (106l) 8
3

8.

Legal holidays

9.

Re-election of teachers.

10.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

75-2204 (1062)

83

75-2401 (1075)

87

Recording of teaching certificate. . 75-2519

93

11. Care of third class school houses. • 75-3107 (1179)

121

12. Water and toilet accomodations • » • 75-3108 (II8 0 )

121

1 3 . Enforce prescribed course of study . 75-2403 (1077)

67

1 4 . Teacher to make required reports « • 75-24o4 (1078)

88

1 5 * Cancellation of teaching certificate 75-25o6 (IO9 7 )

90

1 6 . Teacher attendance at institutes • . 75-26o4 (1108)

94

1 7 . Selection of textbooks . . . . . . .

18. Close of school for conventions

75-3203 (II 6 8 )

122

• . 75-1632 (22)

46

1 9 . Teacher care of school property. « . 75-24o6 (1080)

20. Free textbooks and supplies

. . . # 75-3501 (II9 8 )

21. Teacher health certificates. . . . .

88
131

75-2501 (2)

*State Oepartsnent of Public Instruction, Helena,
Montana, School Laws of the State of Montana. Great Fallst
Tribune Printing and Supply Co., 1953#
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